
 

How to make the most of a .click domain name

The world of domain names has expanded far beyond the traditional .com or country-specific extensions like .co.uk and
.co.za. In recent years, ICANN has introduced a range of new and creative domain extensions, including .love, .tech,
.online, and the ever-popular .click. These unique domain options are gaining traction among start-ups and small
businesses. If you're curious about which types of companies can make the most of a .click domain name, read on.

A .click domain name embodies internet culture, representing actions like clicking to purchase, share, learn more, or view
content. Its versatility makes it suitable for a wide range of online ventures, including:

1. Tech-focussed businesses

With the booming tech industry, a .click domain is ideal for the following type of tech-focussed businesses:

2. E-commerce businesses
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Developers: For developers, a .click domain can be a clever choice to showcase portfolios, projects, or software
solutions. It's concise, memorable, and aligns well with the interactive nature of development work.
Graphic designers: Graphic designers can leverage a .click domain to create an engaging online presence. It can
be used for a portfolio website, design blogs, or even as a call-to-action link in marketing materials, like "Click to view
our latest designs."
Digital marketers: A .click domain can be a powerful tool for digital marketers. Use it in campaigns for call-to-action
links, landing pages, or branded short URLs. For example, "Click here for exclusive offers" can be transformed into
"ExclusiveOffers.click."
Tech start-ups: Start-ups in the tech industry can establish a strong online identity with a .click domain. It can be
used for the main website, product pages, or as a link shortener for social media posts and advertisements,
enhancing brand recognition and user engagement.
Domain enthusiasts: Individuals passionate about domain names can use a .click domain to create a niche website
or blog dedicated to domain industry insights, trends, and discussions. It can serve as a platform to share knowledge,
connect with other enthusiasts, and showcase domain-related projects.
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A .click domain is a perfect match for any e-commerce venture. It can do the following for your online store:

3. Blogging or content sharing websites

Websites that connect people or facilitate content sharing can benefit from a .click extension, here's why:

At Domains.co.za, we offer a variety of top-level domains and comprehensive services, including free domain parking,
domain support, and reliable DNS hosting. Secure your .click domain today at the promotional price of R39*.

*Price valid for new registrations only. The renewal price of .click domains is currently R309. All prices and promotions
relevant to published date.

About Domains.co.za

Domains.co.za is a domain name and web hosting provider that makes it easy for small to medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) to take their businesses online. A bouquet of value-added services complements our offering, including VPS
Hosting, WordPress Hosting, a website builder add-on called Site Builder, and SSLs. Taking your dream business online
has never been this easy. It all starts with a domain name.
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Encourage engagement: In e-commerce, every step of the customer journey involves clicking - from browsing
products to adding them to the cart and making purchases. A .click domain intuitively connects with these actions,
creating a seamless and memorable user experience.
Optimise call-to-actions: A .click domain can be strategically used in call-to-action (CTA) links across your website,
email campaigns, and social media posts. For instance, "Click here to shop now" becomes more impactful when
linked to "ShopNow.click," reinforcing the action and potentially increasing click-through rates.
Boost branding and awareness: A .click domain adds a modern and dynamic touch to your e-commerce brand. It's
concise, easy to remember, and stands out in marketing materials.
Improved user-experience: A .click domain contributes to a smoother user experience by aligning with familiar
online actions. This familiarity reduces friction in navigation and encourages users to explore your products or
services further, contributing to a positive overall shopping experience.

It is memorable and concise: A .click domain makes it easy for users to remember and type into their browsers.
This simplicity contributes to better brand recall and encourages repeat visits to your website.
It is great for brand identity: Incorporating a .click domain into your website's URL reinforces your brand identity as
tech-savvy, modern, and interactive. It signals to users that your platform is dynamic and encourages active
participation.
It is versatile: The versatility of a .click domain allows it to be used creatively across various types of content-sharing
websites. Whether you're sharing blog posts, memes, videos, or connecting users for networking purposes, the
domain extension remains relevant and impactful.
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